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Abstract We examined the intraindividual variation
present in the first ribosomal internal transcribed spacer
(ITS1) of Anopheles farauti to determine the level of
divergence among populations for this important malarial
vector. We isolated 187 clones from 70 individuals and
found regional variation among four internal tandem
repeats. The data were partitioned prior to analysis given
the presence of a paralogous ITS2 sequence, called the 50 subrepeat, inserted in the ITS1 of most clones. A high level
of homogenization and population differentiation was
observed for this repeat, which indicates a higher rate of
turnover relative to the adjacent ‘core’ region. Bayesian
analysis was performed using several substitutional models
on both a combined and a partitioned data set. On the
whole, the ITS1 phylogeny and geographic origin of
the samples appear to be congruent. Some interesting
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exceptions indicate the spread of variant repeats between
populations and the retention of ancestral polymorphism.
Our data clearly demonstrate concerted evolution at the
intraspecific level despite intraindividual variation and a
complex internal repeat structure from a species that
occupies a continuous coastal distribution. A high rate of
genomic turnover in combination with a high level of
sequence divergence appears to be a major factor leading to
its concerted evolution within these populations.
Keywords Concerted evolution  DNA turnover 
Homogenization  rDNA  ITS1  Anopheles farauti

Introduction
The concerted evolution of repeated sequence families is
facilitated by a process of homogenization that involves
reciprocal and nonreciprocal recombination of repeated
DNA within and between chromosomes. This results in a
pattern of accumulated interspecific divergence and intraspecific similarity among the products of gene duplication
(Elder and Turner 1995; Graur and Li 2000). Recombinant
processes such as unequal crossing-over, gene conversion,
and retroposition directly affect the copy number of variant
repeats in the genome and, as a consequence, generate nonMendelian patterns of segregation (Brosius 2003; Graur
and Li 2000). These exchanges cause a gain or loss of
repeated DNA with a ‘turnover’ frequency that can occur
several orders of magnitude faster than rates of point
mutation (Dover 2000). When this DNA turnover is coupled with the spread of chromosomes by sexual
reproduction, then these genomic changes have an even
greater potential to change the genetic variation present
within populations and therefore within a species.
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The relative importance of the genomic-level versus
population-level processes that generate intraspecific
divergence within repeated sequence families remains
largely unknown and is often misunderstood (Williams
1990; Liao 1999; Dover 2002). Interactions between these
levels are expected to occur, though one can dominate,
depending on the rates of recombinant exchanges within
and between chromosomes (Dover 2000). For example,
restrictions to the interchromosomal exchange of repeats
can lead to the formation of divergent chromosomal lineages (Schindelhauer and Schwarz 2002). These
differences may then accumulate between individuals,
enabling natural selection and genetic drift to become
indirectly involved in the fixation dynamics of a variant
repeat, i.e., how it is spread or removed from a population.
By comparison, interchromosomal exchanges reduce
interindividual variation and provide the opportunity for a
population of sexually reproducing organisms to undergo
cohesive genetic changes (Luchetti et al. 2003). Such
exchanges can be rapid when present (e.g., Wendel et al.
1995) and may also be restricted to particular regions
within a gene family, due to localized recombinant activity
(Gonzalez and Sylvester 2001).
The fixation of gene family variation within a population
is not expected to occur instantaneously and so partial
homogenization may be observed with differences in copy
number, repeat length, and point mutational changes. The
first study of intraspecific concerted evolution to use DNA
sequence data found an absence of intraindividual and
intrapopulation variation, plus a large degree of betweenpopulation divergence, in the HindIII satellite DNA family
of pupfish (Elder and Turner 1994). Such high rates of
homogenization and the fixation of variation within local
breeding populations have obvious practical applications in
identifying population subdivisions. Few studies have since
focused at the intraspecific level to identify the pattern of
DNA sequence polymorphism in repeated sequence families. However, their utility as genetic markers depends on a
high rate of turnover of variant repeats within the genome
for concerted evolution to occur at the population level.
The rapid turnovers of R1 and R2 retrotransposable elements present in the ribosomal DNA (rDNA) of
Drosophila melanogaster are a prime example of this
(Averbeck and Eickbush 2005).
The ribosomal RNA multigene family is a frequently
used genetic marker and the classic example of concerted
evolution in a tandemly repeated sequence family (Graur
and Li 2000). The rRNA genes are evolutionary conserved
and variation within the gene family is usually homogenized within species. The rDNA internal transcribed
spacers (ITS1 and ITS2) are regions of divergent noncoding DNA separated by a small rRNA-encoding subunit
(5.8S rDNA) and flanked by the 18S and 28S rDNA. These
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spacers are usually divergent between species and
homogenized within species. The rDNA ITS can be
sequenced directly from PCR products if length variation is
absent and homogenization is complete. However, previous
examples that demonstrated spacer conservation (e.g., Fritz
et al. 1994; Schön et al. 1998) have subsequently been
refuted by intraindividual and intrapopulation sampling,
coupled to the isolation of individual repeats by cloning
(Onyabe and Conn 1999; Gandolfi et al. 2001). Whether
expected or not, the presence of intraindividual variation in
the ITS1 can confound phylogenetic relationships (Famà
et al. 2000; Harris and Crandall 2000). There are also
examples of length variation within individuals (Fenton
et al. 1998) and between closely related species (von der
Schulenburg et al. 2001). Poor phylogenetic resolution
among populations can result from low levels of divergence (e.g., Schizas et al. 1999; Presa et al. 2002), but
direct sequencing may also be a confounding factor in
which the presence of polymorphisms within individuals is
underestimated.
We present the results of an intraspecific study demonstrating concerted evolution of the ITS1 in Anopheles
(Cellia) farauti. This is the most coastally restricted and
widely dispersed mosquito in the An. punctulatus group
and an important malarial vector in the Australian biogeographical region (Beebe and Cooper 2002). A previous
study of this species found that the ITS1 contains a degree
of population divergence, whereby individuals contain one
of five geographically distinct PCR-RFLP genotypes (Beebe et al. 2000a). In this study we analyzed the complex
distribution pattern of variant ITS1 repeats within and
among populations of An. farauti. This spacer is characterized by the presence of long internal tandem repeats
which contain regional variation for both copy number and
variant repeat types. Bayesian analysis was used to estimate a phylogeny of the ITS1 from a series of
substitutional models and data partitions. The congruence
of the phylogeny with the sample origin and the level of
resolution present demonstrates that the homogenization of
variant repeats occurs fast enough to reduce some variation
within regional populations. Remarkably, the divergence of
the ITS1 reflects recent patterns of population structure in a
species that occupies a continuous coastal habitat.

Materials and Methods
Mosquito specimens used here came from the Australian
Army Malarial Institute field collections of An. farauti
(Fig. 1). Additional samples came from an inbred colony
originally from the island of Rabaul, sampled between
1996 and 2001. Three other species of An. farauti
were included in a phylogenetic analysis: An. farauti
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8 (a putatively new taxon), An. irenicus, and An. farauti 6
as an outgroup species.
DNA Extraction, PCR Amplification, Cloning, and
Sequencing
Genomic DNA was extracted using a CTAB-based method
(Reineke et al. 1998). Each sample of DNA was resuspended in 30 ll of TE buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8,
0.1 mM EDTA) containing 250 ng of Rnase (Roche). The
whole ITS was isolated by PCR amplification, using primers F-ITS/18S (50 -GATTCCACCGCGAGTTGCAGTTG
G-30 ), which amplifies 112 bp of the 18S gene, and R-ITS/
28S (50 -CCGTTTCGCTCGCAGCTACTCAGG-30 ), which
amplifies 108 bp of the 28S gene. PCRs were performed
with *10 ng of DNA, each primer at 500 nM, 5% DMSO,
each dNTP at 50 lM, 1 unit of Pfu DNA polymerase (MBI
Fermentas), 1 9 PCR buffer supplied (pH 8.8), and 2 mM
MgSO4. Thermocycling conditions were one cycle at 95°C
for 3 min, followed by 20-25 cycles at 95°C for 30 s, 69°C
for 30 s, and 75°C for 3.5 min, then one cycle at 75°C for
3 min. PCR products were electrophoresed on 1% agarose
gel and the bands excised, then purified with a gel extraction
kit (QIAGEN). An internal ITS1 repeat, called the 50 -subrepeat, and flanking regions were isolated using *10 ng of
DNA in a 10-ll-volume PCR reaction containing primers FITS/18S and R-ITS1precore (50 -CCTGTCGGATTGTGACATGTTC-30 ) at 400 nM each, 10 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.9,
40 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 6% DMSO, each dNTP at 75
lM, 0.25 unit of Taq DNA polymerase, and 0.125 unit of
Pfu DNA polymerase. Thermocycling conditions were one
cycle at 95°C for 3 min, followed by 30 cycles at 95°C for
30 s, 65°C for 30 s, and 72°C for 1 min, then one cycle at
72°C for 3 min.
Cloned copies of the ITS were isolated from the PCR gel
extractions. An aliquot of each extract was phosphorylated
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in a new tube containing 1 unit of T4 polynucleotide
kinase, 1 9 ligase buffer, and 5% PEG 4000 (all MBI
Fermentas). These were incubated at 37°C for 20 min, then
denatured at 65°C for 20 min. A 50-ng aliquot of
dephosphorylated SmaI-cut pGEM-3Zf(?) (Promega) was
added during the last 5 min, before cooling to 4°C. The
samples were incubated for 16 h after adding 2 units of T4
DNA ligase (MBI Fermentas), 1 9 ligase buffer, and 5%
PEG 4000. Ligation reactions were denatured at 70°C for
15 min. Standard techniques for transformation and identification of recombinant cells (e.g., Sambrook and Russell
2001) were carried out using CaCl2-competent Eschericha
coli cells of the DH5a strain. Cells were recovered for no
longer than 40 min after transformation. Insert-containing
plasmids were purified using the GeneElute miniprep kit
(Sigma-Aldrich). The clones chosen for sequencing were
size-selected by PCR amplification and electrophoresis of
the ITS1 in order to sample a range of length variants from
each individual.
Both forward and reverse DNA strands were sequenced
using the BigDye terminator cycle sequencing kit v2.0 and an
ABI 377 sequencer (Applied Biosystems). The PCR primers
F-ITS/18S, R-ITS/28S, and R-ITS1precore were used for
sequencing plus six other primers: F-Anf-central (50 -TCCT
ACCACCAACAGTCGTAG-30 ), R-Anf-central (50 -GCGTG
CTACGACTGTTGGTG-30 ), R-HinfI/ITS2 (50 -CGGGAG
CGGGCAACGGATTG-30 ), F50 -ITS1core (50 -GAGTTGAA
CATGTCACAATCCGACAGG-30 ), R30 -ITS1core (50 -GCC
GGTCGGCTTTTTAATATACGCTAC-30 ), and F-ITS1postcore (50 -AAGCAGCAAGTAGAGCATCCC-30 ).

Sequence Analysis
Multiple sequences were manually aligned because of
internal subrepetition. Substitutional models were assessed
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for the ITS1 and the same data divided into partitions that
form adjacent regions within the spacer; the 50 -subrepeat
and the ‘core.’ These were modeled using the Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) employed in DT-ModSel
(Minin et al. 2003) and the Akaike Information Criterion
(AIC) employed in Modeltest v3.7 (Posada and Crandall
1998). DT-ModSel parameter estimates were used to
determine average pairwise distances with maximum
likelihood (ML) correction and pairwise deletion of gaps,
using PAUP* v4.0 (Swofford 2002). An a priori assessment
of the suitability of the data for phylogenetic analysis was
performed using the likelihood-mapping method (Strimmer
and von Haeseler 1997) employed in TREE-PUZZLE v5.2
(Schmidt et al. 2002) with parameter estimates taken from
DT-ModSel. Recombination detection methods for noncoding data were also employed using the Recombination
Detection Program, RDP v2.0 (Martin and Rybicki 2000).
Homogeneity of base composition among the aligned
sequences was determined using the chi-square test in
TREE-PUZZLE.
Bayesian analysis was used for phylogenetic reconstruction and substitutional model parameter estimation,
using MrBayes v3.1 (Ronquist and Huelsenbeck 2003). The
ITS1 data were partitioned for Bayesian analysis given an
a priori expectation that characteristic differences may be
present between the 50 -subrepeat and the core regions as a
result of their separate origins and potentially different rates
of recombination within the rDNA locus. Another data
partition was formed using all the potentially informative
gaps in the alignment. Adjacent gaps were treated as single
insertion events if they were part of a tandem repeat. The
best-performing model for the ITS1 and core, according to
the BIC, was a constrained version of the general timereversible (GTR) model with a single transitional class and
the two transversional classes (the TVM model). In addition, a proportion of sites is treated as potentially variable
according to a gamma distribution (C), and the remainder
considered invariant (I). The BIC model for the 50 -subrepeat
was the Hasegawa, Kishino, and Yano (HKY) model ? C ? I. The model with the highest AIC weight
(Posada and Buckley 2004) for the ITS1 was
TVM ? C ? I, while the second highest was
GTR ? C ? I. The model with the highest AIC weight for
the core was the GTR ? C ? I, and for the 50 -subrepeat the
highest was TVM ? C ? I; the second was GTR ? C ? I.
The TVM model is not available in MrBayes v3.1 and was
generalized to the GTR model. The gamma distribution
shape parameter (a) was approximated to four rate categories, with a \ 1 indicating mutational ‘hot spots.’
Bayesian analysis consisted of four independent MCMC
runs for each of the following models: a single
GTR ? C ? I model, the mixed model HKY ? C ? I (50 subrepeat) and GTR ? C ? I (core), and the mixed model
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GTR ? C ? I for both partitions. The base frequency
estimates, proportion of invariants (p-inv), substitution rate
matrix, and a were treated as either linked or unlinked
parameters when partitions were enforced. Default settings
in MrBayes v3.1 for the priors were used for each
parameter, except the ‘temperature’ parameter was reduced
to 0.10 to improve the MCMC sampling among four
chains. Analyses were run for 10 million generations,
sampled every 500, to yield 20,000 trees for each of the
MCMC runs. The mean, 95% credibility intervals (CI), and
effective sample size of each parameter were determined
after stationarity from four independent analyses, using
Tracer v1.3 (Rambaut and Drummond 2004). A burn-in
period of 1,500,000 MCMC generations was used and
convergence of MCMC chains to a stationary distribution
was checked visually by inspection of the log-likelihood
scores for each parameter plotted against generation time.
An estimate of the ITS1 phylogeny was made using the
maximum posterior probability (MAP) tree (Rannala and
Yang 1996). Topological uncertainty was determined from
a 70% majority-rule consensus of 70,000 trees pooled from
four analyses, using PAUP* v4.0.

Results
Identical and Duplicate Sequences
A total of 187 ITS1 clones were sequenced from 70 An.
farauti individuals (GenBank accession numbers
EF530745–EF530918, EF042693–EF042694, EF042699,
EF042702, EF042704, and EF042710–EF042717), ranging
from 1–7 clones each and sampled from 26 locations
(Table 1). An additional 16 sequences came from three
other species: 9 from An. irenicus (EF042722–EF042730),
3 from An. farauti 6 (EF042741–EF042743), and 4 from a
putative new species, An. farauti 8 (EF042718–Ef042721).
The homogenized rDNA gene regions and identical ITS1
sequences were removed prior to analysis (Table 1).
Duplicate sequences, i.e., those differing by short tandem
repeats (mainly a dinucleotide GTn), were also excluded
given the redundancy of indels under a likelihood model.
In all, 11 identical pairs of sequences (all An. farauti) and
20 duplicate pairs (3 An. irenicus and 17 An. farauti) were
present. Five of these became duplicates after an alignment
edit of a 21-bp repeat, and two by the removal of a 67-bp
repeat (see ITS1 alignments section). Twenty-four of the
identical and duplicate pairs came from the same individual
or population. The remaining seven pairs were from an
adjacent population or nearby region. Note that, for brevity,
the population origin of each clone is abbreviated using a
letter, followed by a numeral to denote an individual and its
respective clone (Table 1).
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Table 1 Population origin for the An. farauti ITS1 clones
Site No.

Sample population

Population
abbreviation

1

Manus Island

Manus

Latitude & longitude
of collection site

0

0

No. of
individuals

No. of
clonesa

Range of ITS1
lengths (bp)

3

9

1117–1157

2

Sepik Region 1

Sepik1

143°35 E, 03°32 S

2

9

847–1210

3

Sepik Region 2

Sepik2

143°340 E, 03°230 S

1

2

1141–1496

4

Madang Province 1

Madang1

144°450 E, 04°030 S

3

9

822–1631

5

Madang Province 2

Madang2

147°110 E, 05°160 S

3

9 (4)

846–1273

6

Lae Region 1

Lae1

147°070 E, 07°120 S

3

9 (1)

848–1507

0

0

7
8

Lae Region 2
Rabaul colony

Lae2
Rabaul

148°09 E, 08°09 S
152°080 E, 04°130 S

3
7

9 (1)
14 (3)

849–1210
841–1207

9

Buka Island

Buka

154°370 E, 05°250 S

3

9 (2)

1137–1209

10

Bougainville

Bougain

155°220 E, 06°430 S

3

9 (2)

1137–1209

11

Guadalcanal

Guadal

159°550 E, 09°220 S

5

9 (2)

1134–1141
1143–1149

0

0

12

Vanuatu

Vanuatu

168°22 E, 17°47 S

3

9 (7)

13

Central Province 2

Centrl2

149°890 E, 10°430 S

3

9 (1)

824–1274

14

Central Province 1

Centrl1

146°390 E, 08°070 S

3

9

825–1139

15

Gulf Region 1

Gulf1

144°540 E, 07°470 S

3

9

822–932

16

Gulf Region 2

Gulf2

143°430 E, 08°030 S

3

9

17

Western Province

WestPrv

141°350 E, 09°120 S

3

9 (1)

1134–1142

18

Torres Strait Island

Torres

142°120 E, 10°100 S

3

9

1132–1222

19

Nth Queensland

QLD3

143°400 E, 14°050 S

1

1

1206

20

Cowley Beach

QLD1

146°060 E, 17°410 S

3

9

1200–1205

21

Mackay

QLD2

149°110 E, 21°080 S

2

2

1202–1203

22
23

Northern Territory
Melville Island

NT1
NT2

129°280 E, 14°100 S
130°040 E, 11°410 S

1
1

1 (1)
1 (1)

1200
1200

24

Northern Territory

NT3

132°380 E, 11°480 S

1

1 (1)

1200

25

Northern Territory

NT4

134°340 E, 12°040 S

3

9

1137–1208

26

Groote Eylandt

NT5

136°290 E, 13°500 S

1

3 (1)

1204–1491

a

847–1139

The number of identical or duplicate sequences removed from the ITS1 alignment is indicated in parentheses

Internal Repetition
Four types of tandem repeat are present within the ITS1 of
An. farauti: the 50 -subrepeat (287–291 bp) located at the 50 end of the spacer, the ‘core repeat’ (360–362 bp), a 21-bp
repeat (including one dispersed copy), and a 67-bp repeat
at the 50 -end (Fig. 2). Duplication of the core repeat
sequence element has not been observed in the other three
taxa. The presence or absence of the 50 -subrepeat and core
repeat varied geographically and caused most of the length
variation seen among the ITS PCR products (Fig. 2). Some
lengths include PCR heteroduplexes which have been
observed previously (Beebe et al. 2000a). The ITS1 ranges
between 822 and 1,631 bp in length among the clones
sequenced from this species (Table 1). Longer lengths
were observed, but PCR products [2500 bp were not isolated by cloning.
Copies of the 50 -subrepeat are inserted into the spacer
just upstream from a conserved 17- to 19-bp region that
comprises the 50 -end of the ITS1. It is flanked by GAn

dinucleotide repeats and effectively forms an adjacent
recombining region. BLAST searches to published
sequence data identified tandem copies of this repeat in the
ITS1 of other An. punctulatus species, except in the basal
member, An. clowi, and an outgroup species, An. annulipes
s.l. (see Beebe and Cooper 2002). However, an unexpected
match was also found to the ITS2 of these species, where it
occurs as a single sequence element. It appears to be quite
conserved, especially given its presence in the ITS2 of An.
dirus and An. baimaii from Southeast Asia. Detection of
ITS1 copies with or without a single repeat was achieved
by PCR (Fig. 2). The abundance of ITS1 copies with a
single 50 -subrepeat relative to those without it appeared to
differ among populations. Although not strictly quantitative, this illustrates regional variation for the relative
abundance of this repeat. It was absent from all clones
sequenced from Madang2, Centrl2, and Gulf1, while just
one subrepeat-containing clone was isolated from Sepik1,
Madang1, and Centrl1. The repeat appears to be fixed in
some populations (e.g., Manus), while others are fixed for
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Fig. 2 Internal repeats within the rDNA ITS1 from An. farauti and
geographic PCR length variation. (a) ITS PCR fragment with an
expanded diagram of the ITS1 showing the internal repeats and
sequencing primers. Primer sites and orientation are indicated by
arrowheads and are labeled: a, F-ITS/18S; b, R-ITS1precore; c, RHinfI/ITS2; d, R-ITS/28S; e, F50 -ITS1core; f, F-Anf-central; g, FITS1postcore; h, R-Anf-central; and i, R30 ITS1core. (b) A 1%
agarose gel showing ITS PCR products. Representative samples from
21 An. farauti populations are shown in the following order, from No.

1 to No. 21: Manus, Sepik1, Madang1, Madang2, Lae1, Lae2, Rabaul,
Buka, Bougain, Guadal, Vanuatu, Centrl2, Centrl1, Gulf1, Gulf2,
WestPrv, Torres, QLD1, QLD2, NT4, NT5. (c) A 1.5% agarose gel
showing the PCR products of the 50 -ITS1, using primers F-ITS/18S
and R-ITS1precore. Representative samples from the same populations and individuals are shown in the same order as in the gel above.
ITS1 copies with a single 50 -subrepeat are 452–454 bp long, and
without it they are 161–163 bp long. The flanking lanes of both gels
contain a DNA ladder, with lengths shown in kilobases

ITS1 copies without it (e.g., Madang1). Two tandem copies
were isolated from two clones (NT5 A2 and A3), which
differed by four bases.
Twenty clones contained two tandem copies of a long
core repeat, while another had three. This repeat is located
34 bp downstream from the 50 -subrepeat and ends 100 bp
before a tandem array of 21-bp repeats. It was isolated
from eight localities clustered around northern and southern Papua New Guinea (PNG) (sites 2–8 and 13; Fig. 1).
The 50 -subrepeat appears rare in these populations (see

Fig. 2), but a copy of this repeat co-occurring with the core
repeat was seen in three clones. No core repeat was identical to its adjacent copy and variant nucleotides were not
specific to a position within the array.
Almost all variation observed in the 21-bp repeats
consisted of substitutional changes in the last seven bases.
Copy number varied from four to six repeats, with all
deletions and duplications located in the second and third
positions of the array. Copy number variation was not
restricted to a particular geographic region and tandem
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copies were often of identical type. The copy number of the
67-bp repeat was also polymorphic in most populations.
However, some appeared fixed for one copy (sites 1, 6, 7,
11, 12, 16, and 17; Fig. 1) or two copies (sites 19–26),
except for clone NT4 C1 (one copy) and QLD1 C3 (three
copies). Five repeat types were present among a total of
251 copies sequenced, and only 5 contained a singleton.
Three variable sites occur in the last 14 bp (YAAACATTAGGAMC), to form five repeat types: T/AC, C/AC, T/
CC, C/CC, and T/A–. These were widely dispersed, except
for T/A–, which was restricted to a region including sites
16–18. Some populations appeared fixed for one type:
Queensland (all C/AC), Northern Territory and Vanuatu
(all T/AC), and Manus (all T/CC). Three-quarters of the
tandemly paired repeats were identical pairs, either C/
AC ? C/AC or T/AC ? T/AC. The nonidentical tandem
pair, C/AC ? T/CC, was restricted to sites 4 and 5, while
the remaining tandem pairs (T/AC ? C/AC and C/
AC ? T/AC) were widely dispersed.
ITS1 Alignments and Sequence Variation
Three alignments were produced from the sequence data.
An alignment of the whole ITS1 had 105 unique sequences
and 1228 sites, excluding the 72 An. farauti clones without
a 50 -subrepeat (supplementary data S1). The three clones
with a 50 -subrepeat and two core repeats were also excluded given the potential effects of recombination for
phylogenetic analysis and the problem of positional
homology. The ITS1 alignment contained an additional 50
sites, with gaps coded as present = 1 or absent = 0. An
alignment of the 132 clones with a 50 -subrepeat had 39
unique sequences and 369 sites (Supplementary Data S2).
Identical 50 -subrepeats accounted for 84 of these, and 1- to
2-bp indels formed another 8 duplicates. These sequences
consisted of large groups from either single or adjacent
populations. One exception included WestPrv A2, with 14
other identical sequences from Bougainville and Buka
Island, while another group was a mix from the Northern
Territory and Queensland. An alignment of the core region
from all clones had 163 unique sequences and 863 sites
(Supplementary Data S3). Fewer identical (30) and duplicate (10) sequences were present, relative to length, yet
most of these were also isolated from the same or adjacent
population.
Copy number variation made determining the positional
homology of repeats problematic, so the following were
edited from the ITS1 alignment: the 30 -copy of two 50 subrepeats present in two clones each from An. irenicus
and An. farauti, the 50 -copy of the core repeats, and the 30 copy of the 67-bp repeat from An. irenicus and An. farauti.
Two tandem copies of the 21-bp and terminal length variation at the 50 -end of the spacer, from a 6-bp overlap in An.
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farauti 6, were also removed. Finally, all length variation
was removed from a GTn dinucleotide repeat that was
highly variable within individuals and populations.
Visual inspection of the ITS1 alignment showed that the
PCR-RFLP genotypes described by Beebe et al. (2000a)
are caused by eight conserved and two polymorphic MspI
restriction sites. The RFLPs reflect the presence or absence
of an internal repeat, restriction sites within repeats, the
two polymorphic sites, and the geographic distribution of
this variation. The numbers of polymorphic sites overall
(sites with gaps excluded) for the 50 -subrepeat and core
were 51 and 120, respectively. Seven singletons occur in
the 50 -subrepeat and 30 in the core. No singleton gapped
sites occur in the former, though three singleton gaps cover
11 sites in the latter: all deletions of short direct repeats in
An. farauti. In only three cases were variant nucleotides
restricted to a single individual, all located in the core. The
average ML distance was 0.0141 for the 116 An. farauti
ITS1 sequences containing the 50 -subrepeat and 0.0049,
0.0036, and 0.0037 for the single population samples of An
farauti 6, 7, and 8, respectively. Most notably, the average
ML distance for all An. farauti 50 -subrepeat sequences was
twice that of the core sequences: 0.0229 versus 0.0115.
Comparisons of nucleotide polymorphisms among
populations had to be restricted to the core region. Nine
sequences from each of 19 populations were compared,
including the 1996 samples from Rabaul (Table 2). The
isolated Pacific island populations had a lower average ML
distance, though this is not a general feature of all island
samples. The single interspecific comparison possible here
indicates that the core region from both the An. irenicus
and the An. farauti populations on the island of Guadalcanal are equally divergent, at 0.0038. Of a total number of
96 segregating sites, only 8 contained more than two different nucleotides. A majority of the length variation in the
core region was caused by copy number variation of the
21-bp repeat, GTn dinucleotide repeat, and 67-bp repeat.
Molecular Evolution
The 50 -subrepeat and core partitions of the ITS1 alignment
contained 84 and 157 unique site patterns, respectively,
while under a single model there were 212. Likelihood
mapping indicated that tree-like phylogenies are produced
using the whole ITS1, but with 5.9% of quartets unresolved, some internal polytomies would be present. By
comparison, a high proportion of star-like trees was generated from the 50 -subrepeat (19.4%) and core alignments
(13.6%). Bayesian analysis was therefore conducted using
the whole ITS1 alignment only. An analysis of the core
alignment was attempted, but these trees were poorly
resolved. No evidence for recombination was found after
analyzing the ITS1 alignment with the RDP package of
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Table 2 Summary statistics of the ITS1 core region from 19 An. farauti populations
Population
abbreviation

Length
variationa

No. of segregating
sitesb

Mean pairwise absl
difference

Mean ML
distance

Vanuatu (island)

835–841

0

0

0

Bougain (island)

828–900

9

2.28

0.0031

Buka (island)

828–900

10

2.72

0.0037

Guadal (island)

826–833

9

2.83

0.0038

NT4

828–899

10

4.22

0.0057

Rabaul (island)

824–895

15

4.44

0.0061

Madang2 (island)
Centrl2

827–895
807–897

10
13

4.97
5.06

0.0068
0.0070
0.0080

Gulf1

805–915

17

5.72

Manus (island)

808–848

13 (2)

5.81

0.0082

QLD1

893–958

14

6.00

0.0087

Centrl1

808–899

17

6.50

0.0091

Madang1

805–899

21 (1)

6.97

0.0100

Lae2

828–841

17 (2)

7.22

0.0104

Gulf2

823–832

21

7.44

0.0109

WestPrv

825–833

21

7.88

0.0115

Lae1

826–845

19 (1)

7.97

0.0116

Torres (island)

823–913

21

8.56

0.0127

Sepik1

826–897

23 (1)

9.11

0.0134

a

Length was calculated from unedited sequences, except for the removal of the core repeats

b

Gapped sites were excluded from the number of segregating sites, and those with three character states are shown in parentheses. Populations
are ordered from lowest to highest average maximum likelihood (ML) distance

recombination detection methods. Homogeneity of base
composition among all the aligned sequences was also
confirmed by the chi-square test (p \ 0.05).
A large difference was observed for the Bayesian
estimates of the base frequencies between partitions. The
50 -subrepeat (G [ C [ T [ A) has a 56% decrease in the
A content and a 31% increase in the G content compared
to the core (A [ G [ C [ T) (Table 3). No overlap was
observed between the density distributions of the posterior probabilities for A ? G base frequencies when this
parameter was unlinked. The effect of this difference
also resulted in uncertainty over the inclusion of the base
frequency parameter for the whole ITS1 and core among
models with an AIC weight [0. Uncertainty about the
number of substitutional classes also led to the differences observed between the AIC and the BIC models.
There was less uncertainty over the inclusion of I and C
in these models, and the Bayesian estimates for both pinv (0.69) and a (0.18) were the same regardless of
model type or partitioning. The relative substitution rates
under the GTR model do not differ substantially between
partitions from estimates taken from the whole ITS1,
despite base frequency differences (Table 3). The variance of these rate estimates is also reduced in the
combined data.
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Table 3 Bayesian estimates of the base frequencies and substitutions
for the ITS1 and two data partitions
Whole ITS1

50 -Subrepeat

Core

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

Mean

95% CI

A

24.3

22.2–26.6

16.0

12.8–19.4

28.4

25.7–31.2

C
G

25.7
30.0

23.4–28.0
27.5–32.5

26.6
35.3

22.6–30.6
30.6–40.0

24.9
26.9

22.3–27.6
24.1–29.7

T

19.9

17.9–22.0

22.1

18.5–26.0

19.8

17.4–22.3

Bases

Substitutions
A–C

2.8

1.4–4.5

3.1

0.7–6.1

3.2

1.1–5.9

A–G

3.3

1.9–5.1

2.7

0.9–5.0

4.9

2.0–8.7

A–T

6.0

3.2–9.3

5.3

1.6–10.1

7.0

2.8–12.7

C–G

0.7

0.3–1.1

0.2

0.0–0.5

1.7

0.3–2.2

C–T

7.4

3.9–11.4

6.3

2.3–11.5

8.6

3.4–15.6

Note: The mean and the upper and lower 95% confidence intervals
(CIs) are averaged from four combined Bayesian analyses. Substitution values are relative rates whereby G ? T changes are fixed at 1

Phylogenetic Analysis
The overall mean likelihood score from the four singlemodel Bayesian analyses (-4662.223) was higher than
the mixed HKY ? C ? I and GTR ? C ? I model
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(-4671.903). However, when base frequencies were treated as a separate parameter between partitions this
increased to -659.239, and under the GTR ? C ? I and
GTR ? C ? I mixed models it increased further (range,
-4645.708 to -4646.508). Despite the improvement in
likelihood scores with the more parameter-rich models,
consistency of the consensus topologies across multiple
MCMC runs was only observed under the single model.
These trees were more resolved than under any mixed
model and clade support values were less variable.
Therefore the simplest model was chosen for estimating the
phylogeny of the ITS1. Inclusion of the gaps as an additional data partition during analyses resulted in less
resolved trees and was therefore discarded.
Six clades are present in the ITS1 phylogeny with a
posterior probability [70%; Queensland (QLD), Northern
Territory (NT), southwestern PNG (swPNG), Pacific,
northern PNG (nPNG), and Manus Island (Fig. 3). The two
Australian clades form a single well-supported group with
a sister relationship to swPNG, while Manus Island appears
to contain the most ancestral ITS1 types. The tree with the
highest likelihood among the four single-model analyses
(i.e., the MAP tree; Fig. 4) has the same topology as the
MJ-consensus tree. The rate of substitution per site shown
by the branch lengths also shows how unique the Manus
Island samples are relative to the other An. farauti. The
divergence between An. farauti and An. farauti 8 is also
apparent, particularly to the Centrl1 A3 clone sampled
from the same site. The inferred phylogeny of the ITS1 is
therefore congruent with the population origin of most,
though not all, samples. For example, two clones with an
identical 50 -subrepeat (NT4 A2 and QLD1 A2) form a
basal polytomy in the Australian clade. A clone from
Torres Strait Island (Torres B2) is also consistently
grouped within the QLD clade. The most notable exception
is the presence of the WestPrv A2 clone among the Pacific
clade.

Discussion
Our data clearly indicate concerted evolution of the ITS1 at
the intraspecific level in An. farauti. This spacer is only
partially homogenized within individuals due to variation
in the copy number of both short and long tandem repeats,
numerous point mutations, and other indels. Individual
copies of the ITS1 were isolated from within and among
individual mosquitoes, sampled from populations spanning
a greater part of the species distribution. Analysis of the
DNA sequence data confirmed the regional differentiation
of the spacer seen previously using PCR-RFLPs (Beebe
et al. 2000a). Variation in the copy number of the internal
repeats, in addition to a pattern of restricted geographic
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distribution for these and point mutations, indicates a high
rate of production and turnover of new variation. ML distance comparisons of the core region show that the degree
of homogenization among populations is also variable.
Bayesian phylogenetic analysis indicated that homogenization of the variant ITS1 repeats has occurred fast enough
to reduce this variation within regional populations. In the
main, the phylogenetic estimate of the ITS1 sequence data
and the geographic origin of the individuals these were
isolated from appear to match. However, there were
exceptions to this congruence that indicate the spread of
variant repeats between populations and the retention of
ancestral polymorphism in some individuals.
Internal Repeats
A majority of the differences between otherwise identical
spacers was due to variation in the copy number of short
repeats, varying from 1 to 3 bp. These minor changes were
found in clones sampled from either the same individual or
the same population, though sometimes from an adjacent
population. This localized distribution indicates a high rate
of duplication and loss of these repeats. More significant
differences are caused by longer repeats, which generate a
variety of spacer length variants within individuals and
among geographic isolates (Fig. 2). Large ITS1 internal
repeats have been observed in other invertebrates species,
such as aphids (Fenton et al. 1998), beetles (von der
Schulenburg et al. 2001), and parasitic worms (van Herwerden et al. 1999). Internal repetition and intraindividual
variation of this spacer have been described in studies of
other Anopheles species (Paskewitz et al. 1993; Fairley
et al. 2005).
An interesting feature of the larger repeats in An. farauti
is the geographic variation in copy number and the formation of repeat types. Copy number differences of an
ITS1 repeat have been observed between two populations
of the parasitic worm, Schistosoma mattheei, yet without
intraindividual variation (Kane et al. 1996). It is difficult to
assess how common this phenomenon may be, and it is also
hindered by the requirement for greater population sampling than is commonly employed. We demonstrated that
the relative abundance of spacers with or without a 50 subrepeat varies geographically (Fig. 2). The long core
repeat had a more restricted distribution and was only
isolated from a cluster of populations around the northern
and southern coastline of PNG. Unlike the other internal
repeats, it is not shared among other species in the complex
and so is likely to have originated recently in this area.
Most variation among the 21- and 67-bp repeat arrays
consisted of repeat-type rearrangements with some duplication or loss of repeats, though regional variation was only
observed in the latter.
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Fig. 3 Bayesian 70% majority-rule consensus tree of the ITS1 from
four combined analyses under a single GTR ? C ? I model.
Bayesian support values are shown for internal branches. Clades
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within An. farauti are denoted QLD, NT, swPNG, Pacific, nPNG, and
Manus. Abbreviated taxon names and collection sites are listed in
Table 1
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Fig. 4 The maximum posterior probability (MAP) tree of the ITS1 from four Bayesian analyses under a single GTR ? C ? I model. Branch
lengths are proportional to the rate of substitution per site (see scale bar). Collection sites and taxon labels are as in Fig. 3
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Sequence Variation
Intraindividual variation in the copy number of the 50 subrepeat indicates a degree of recombinant activity that is
independent of the adjacent core region. By examining the
observed differences in the amount of sequence variation
present, we were able to infer a difference in the relative
turnover rate for these two regions. Strikingly, there are
many more identical 50 -subrepeat sequences, even after
accounting for length differences. Most variant repeats
form large groups of identical sequences, whereas identical
core sequences were rare. For both regions, the geographic
location of identical or duplicate sequences was usually in
the same or an adjacent population. Despite the relatively
similar number of polymorphic sites, the core has three
times the number of singletons, even after the exclusion of
gapped sites, and has half the average ML distance. Thus
the intraspecific data for An. farauti suggest a higher rate of
turnover in the genome for the 50 -subrepeat. This would
explain both the greater level of differentiation and its high
level of homogenization within local populations.
Genetic distance estimates varied considerably among
the An. farauti populations. Nucleotide diversity was at its
lowest in the most isolated population of Vanuatu and
increased fourfold from the neighboring island of Bougainville to the Sepik region of northern PNG.
Comparisons to the ITS1 of other mosquito species (e.g.,
Miller et al. 1996; Fairley et al. 2005) are not very meaningful, especially with the added differences between
sampling strategies. However, we were able to compare
An. irenicus with the An. farauti also found on Guadalcanal. The larvae of both species are able to tolerate
saltwater, though An. farauti prefers the coastal habitat
(Foley and Bryan 2000; Beebe and Cooper 2002), and both
are considered sister species (Beebe and Cooper 2002).
Interestingly, the average ML distance of the core region
was identical and so the low level of variation, compared to
other An. farauti populations, may be reflective of some
shared demographic and historical factors. These islands
are at the edge of the species’ distribution, where they are
likely to have experienced founder events and limits to
their population size.
Other reasons, beside differences in population dynamics, have been suggested to explain observed differences in
the level of homogenization among populations. Population differences in the ITS2 of the South American An.
nuneztovari were attributed to the presence of as yet
unidentified cryptic species (Fritz et al. 1994). However,
observed differences in nucleotide diversity among populations are likely to be poor indicators of species-level
relationships. Extensive work has been carried out on
identification of cryptic species in the An. punctulatus
group, which have been characterized using rDNA (ITS2
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and 18S) and mtDNA data (Beebe and Saul 1995; Foley
et al. 1998; Beebe et al. 2000b). Ecological, behavioral,
and habitat characteristics also indicate that An. farauti
populations are conspecific (Beebe et al. 2000a; Beebe and
Cooper 2002).
Molecular Evolution
Spacer heterogeneity can be generated through the presence of pseudogenic copies that have escaped
homogenization (Li and Wilkerson 2007). This is unlikely
here because the 5.8S rRNA gene and a partial 18S
sequence were homogenized despite variation in the
spacer. Results of the chi-square homogeneity test also
showed that the ITS1 sequences have a similar base composition. Variation in the nucleotide content was primarily
due to the presence or absence of the larger repeats.
Obviously recombination could have caused some variation, though this was not detected in the ITS1 alignment.
Likelihood mapping was used to visualize the phylogenetic
resolution within and between the two data partitions,
given a possible lack of sensitivity in the recombination
detection methods. This indicated some incongruence
between the partitions, but combining them led to more
resolved quartets. Other tests of incongruence, such as the
partition homogeneity test (Swofford 2002), could not be
used given the large number of sequences and short length
of the 50 -subrepeat. Sequence length would also have
contributed substantially to the greater resolution of the
whole ITS1 alignment, as it is known to be an important
factor (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1997).
Base frequency estimates were significantly different
between the 50 -subrepeat and the core. This is likely to be
reflective of their separate origins given that the BLAST
results indicated that the 50 -subrepeat was originally part of
a G ? C-rich region in the ITS2. Bayesian estimates of the
rate variation and proportion of invariants were the same
between partitions, which indicates the involvement of
similar mutational processes across the spacer. Simulation
studies have shown that rate variation has a significant
influence on analyses of within-species data, as in the case
of D-loop mitochondrial DNA variation in humans (ArisBrosou and Excoffier 1996). In addition, its estimation is
known to be highly sensitive to the number of taxa used
(Sullivan et al. 1999). Despite the high level of rate variation (a = 0.18), we were confident in this estimate given
its stability among models and our increased taxon sampling. The use of complex evolutionary models can be
associated with increased uncertainty for the topology of
phylogenetic trees than simpler models (Nylander et al.
2004). As such, checking for topological consistency
among analyses is an important step in the evaluation of
each model (Castoe et al. 2004). In this case, despite some
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large differences in base frequencies and the increase in
likelihood scores after partitioning of the data, only the
simpler model resulted in the same consensus topologies
among multiple MCMC runs.
Phylogenetic Analysis
The divergence of repetitive sequences has been hypothesized to be a general feature of genetically isolated
populations and associated with the process of allopatric
divergence (Elder and Turner 1995). Divergence of the
ITS1 in An. farauti had been previously demonstrated and
several climatic and geographic barriers exist throughout
its distribution that are likely to restrict gene flow between
populations (Beebe et al. 2000a; Beebe and Cooper 2002).
The inferred ITS1 phylogeny indicates that the homogenization of the spacer has occurred fast enough to reduce
variation within regional populations. Six phylogeographic
clades are present which received [70% Bayesian support
(Fig. 3). Although this level of phylogenetic resolution has
not been seen in other ITS1 intraspecific studies to date, it
may be due to the increased length and greater number of
informative characters. For example, only 16 variable sites
were observed in the 582-bp-long ITS1 of brown trout
(Presa et al. 2002).
Several consistent relationships are present in the consensus tree, including the ancestral status of Manus Island
and an Australian and swPNG clade (Fig. 3). The [90%
support for an Australian and swPNG clade is likely to reflect
relatively recent allopatric divergence after the flooding of
the Gulf of Carpentaria and Torres Strait, only 6000–
8000 years ago (Beebe and Cooper 2002). However, the
uncertainty represented by the polytomy of the Pacific clade
may be due to a lower average ML distance in these samples.
We considered a priori that the An. farauti 8 sample might
represent an additional taxon within the complex because of
differences among the internal repeats and a 5.8S substitution. All analyses here supported a sister-relationship
between this taxon and An. farauti. More specimens have
since been identified and can be differentiated by PCR-RFLP
analysis of the ITS1. These appear more common farther
inland from the coast and form an interesting parallel to the
sister taxa An. irenicus and An. farauti on Guadalcanal
Island. Both species are saltwater tolerant, though An. irenicus occurs on the coast and inland (Beebe et al. 2000b).
Ecological niche modeling of An. farauti suggests that the
higher atmospheric moisture near seawater and elevation are
the most significant factors influencing its distribution
(Sweeney et al. 2006), which does not appear to be the case
for An. irenicus. This biological difference and ITS1 divergence provide more supporting evidence for An. farauti 8.
The effect of sequence polymorphisms in ancestral
populations on topological error is considered to be
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substantial over short periods of evolutionary time (Pamilo
and Nei 1988). This is an important factor which determines whether a gene tree will be congruent with a
population tree. Ancestral polymorphisms have been
reported in other ITS1 studies (e.g., Rich et al. 1997; Presa
et al. 2002), and the ITS1 sampled from a Western Province individual (WestPrv A2) appears to be another
example. Its 50 -subrepeat was identical to many in the
Pacific clade and its core differed by just a single transition.
These adjacent spacer regions have therefore remained
together since the swPNG and Pacific clades split, perhaps
because it lies at the end of the rDNA loci of this individual. Like pseudogenic copies which translocate to other
loci, repeats can also ‘escape’ from homogenization if
located at the end of a tandem array, since recombination is
less likely to occur there (McAllister and Werren 1999).
The presence of the Torres B2 clone within the Australian
clade indicates either some recent contact, given its proximity, another example of an ancestral variant, or possibly
a recombinant. The presence of a shared identical 50 -subrepeat in the Northern Territory and Queensland may be
due to some historical gene flow and subsequent recombination with different core regions. This did cause some
incongruence, as indicated by the two clones (QLD1 A2
and NT4 A2) which form a basal polytomy in the Australian clade (Fig. 3).
The ITS1 of the An. farauti is unique given the level of
intraindividual variation and internal repetition. It also
contains the only known case, to our knowledge, of an
insertion that appears to have derived from a duplication of
an ITS2 sequence. Internal repetition of the ITS1 and
insertion sequences in the 28S rRNA gene is common in
arthropods. Indeed rDNA may be a suitable ‘habitat’ for
the persistence of these repeat elements (Penton and Crease
2004). From our sample of the extant variation it appears
that the 50 -subrepeat is more homogenized than the
remainder of the spacer. This could be explained by the
higher rate of turnover within the rDNA locus for this
repeat relative to the core region. Indeed, the intraspecific
concerted evolution of the ITS1 as a whole is likely to be a
function of a high rate of turnover within and between the
rDNA loci in these mosquitoes.
The degree of phylogenetic resolution demonstrates that
the ITS1 is able to evolve in concert at an intraspecific
level despite the presence of intraindividual variation. The
fact that this species has a continuous coastal distribution
yet discontinuities are present in the spacer makes this an
even more interesting organism to study. In particular,
variation in the ITS1 reflects recent patterns of population
structure in this species. The high rate of DNA turnover
experienced by satellite DNA (e.g., Pons and Gillespie
2004) and a recent example from a mating-specific gene
family (Cvitanich et al. 2006) has proved to be a useful
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characteristic for improving phylogenetic resolution. The
combined effect of a high rate of turnover and rapid
divergence means that repetitive sequences are more likely
to reflect recent evolutionary patterns of population structure and should prove useful tools despite the increased
sampling required.
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